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History- World War 2

“A brave compassionate, and heart-wrenching memoir, of one woman’s quest to redeem the
past while learning to live fully in the present.” ―Kate Moses, author of Cakewalk, A Memoir and
Wintering"This searing and redemptive memoir is an explosive account of motherhood
reconstructed." ―Ayelet Waldman, author of Red Hook Road"This book is an important
contribution to the growing understanding that we are all part of history, and we all make history.
A moving account of a contemporary voyage, which is also a voyage back in time, reckoning
with and bearing witness to one of the great tragedies of the last century." ―Susan Griffin, author
of A Chorus of Stones"If remembering lies at the heart of all memoir, the best memoir goes far
deeper, asking questions about the propulsive nature of time, the consequences of forgetting,
and the treacherous liberations of solitude. Hiroshima in the Morning is a memoir of the most
sophisticated kind, a lyric, a quest, a universal poem." ―Beth Kephart, author of A Slant of
Sun"Rahna Reiko Rizzuto's new book is intimate and global, lyrical and clear-eyed, a compelling
personal narrative, and an important social document. Here past and present, Hiroshima and
9/11, interweave to tell a story of unendurable loss and tragedy but also of tenacity, survival, and
rebirth" ―Lauren Kessler, author of Stubborn Twig: Three Generations in the Life of a Japanese
American FamilyAbout the AuthorRahna Reiko Rizzuto’s highly acclaimed first novel, Why She
Left Us, won an American Book Award in 2000, and was praised by the New York Times as
“ambitious, lyrical, and intriguing.” She is a recipient of the US/Japan Creative Artist Fellowship,
funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, which inspired her memoir, Hiroshima in the
Morning; she is also the associate editor of The NuyorAsian Anthology: Asian American Writings
About New York City; and she is a faculty member in the MFA in creative writing program at
Goddard College where she teaches fiction and nonfiction. Her essays and short stories have
appeared in journals and newspapers including the Los Angeles Times, Salon, and the Crab
Creek Review, and in anthologies including Mothers Who Think, Because I Said So, and
Topography of War. Rizzuto is half-Japanese/half-Caucasian. She grew up on the Big Island of
Hawaii and now lives in Brooklyn.
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Black Sheep One: The Life of Gregory Pappy Boyington Fighter Pilot: The Memoirs of
Legendary Ace Robin Olds



Ebook Library Reader, “Great Autobiography of a WWII Legend. Excellent and in many cases
surprising read for anyone familiar with the Black Sheep Squadron or WWII in general. Deep
insights into many aspects of Boyington's fascinating life story, both during and apart from his
days flying with the Black Sheep Squadron.”

Christy S. Schultz, “a must for aviation buffs... the original Top Gun. For those who missed the
television show with Robert Conrad, you'll enjoy the book just as much if not more. Boyington is
not a top notch writer, but WOW what a storyteller! Also incredibly detailed information on the
Pacific WWII theatre and warfare in the Solomon islands from an aviator's point of view. Flying
Tigers too. I have been absolutely riveted by reading this in the evenings... very very enjoyable.”

Mark C., “He was definitely a Black sheep. Obviously Col. Boyington wrote this book about 13
years after he was released from a Japanese prison camp, so It's been 62 yrs. until I read it. His
writing style may have been a common practice at the time, but it was somewhat unorthodox
compared to what I'm used too. How he managed to survive World War II as an aviator and with
his addiction to alcohol is quite interesting. By his own admission he was fairly reckless and a
risk taker. I believe his heart was in the right place as he contributed greatly to the war effort,
serving honorably, a POW and highly decorated. It's just a tradgedy that his personal life was so
dysfunctional when he finally settled back into civilian life.The story was difficult to follow
sometimes because he deviated so much from the time period or event he was talking about
and interjected information from another event or period of time. All in all I gained a lot of
admiration for him and learned a lot about the theatre he fought in and his compassion for the
Japanese people and soldiers he interacted with. I recommend you read this story.”

walter constantini, “Reat story. Would recommend this book to anyone who likes stories about
WWII  avaition. Tells of the troubles that the military aviators faced”

BJ Star, “Great book, true hero. This was a great find and an original copy of the book from the
year it was written. Love the story and the way it is written. In my humble opinion he was the
example of a true hero. Not like in today’s world where that term is thrown around and used for
everyone that breathes. I would recommend this to anyone that studies military history and what
it’s like to face true danger.”

Captain Blaze, “Autobiography. Autobiography of the 1st U.S. WWII ace, Greg Boyington, from
flying for China in the Flying Tigers against the Japanese invasion, to downtime in the US, to his
short time flying Corsairs from an island (on which the TV series was based), to his capture, time
in a Japanese prison, and to his homecoming to the U.S.Many WWII aviators lived on boats
around City Island in the 1970s, and what they told me was consistent with this book.Bob



Davidson flew Corsairs for the Marines from an island near Boyington's island. Bob said only he
and one other original pilot survived their tour on the island that Bob flew from. Bob was also a
mechanic (scarcer than pilots), so he spent time fixing the planes, time that he might have
otherwise spent getting shot down.The Marines were short-changed on supplies, as Boyington
wrote.”

Marvin, “Good book. I purchased this book after watching the TV series of the same name. The
main characters in the book loosely follow the TV series but little to none of the TV antics apply
to the book. Overall it is a good book I can relate to in so many ways with my military experience
so many years later in a different theater.”

pat, “Great story, poorly written. A real pity this book wasn't better edited or the author better
guided as he wrote it. That said i would recommend it highly. Surprisingly the last third of the
book, as a POW is the most interesting and funny.”

claes hugo, “Five Stars. Just what I exspected.”

Empe, “Memorie di guerra. Questo volume venne tradotto decenni fa da Longanesi,
pubblicandolo poi in una collana tascabile (i Pocket) che raccoglieva interessanti volumi dedicati
alla Seconda Guerra Mondiale (all'epoca "recente" come lo e' per noi la guerra della Falkland). Il
titolo originale era "L'asso della bottiglia" facendo riferimento all'amore per gli alcolici del
protagonista, decorato "postumo" di Medaglia d'Onore. A fine anni '70 vennero realizzate due
serie di telefilm con Robert Conrad protagonista tratti liberamente dal libro, tradotti in Italia con
La squadriglia delle pecore nere (con alcune comparsate del colonnello Boyington in persona,
scomparso poi nel 1988) e il volume venne ripubblicato come L'asso delle Tigri Volanti (in
maniera piu' politicamente corretta). Volumi ormai introvabili. Adesso c'e' l'occasione di leggere
l'originale per meno di 2 euro. Se siete appassionati d'aviazione non perdetevelo.”

The book by Gregory Boyington has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 855 people have provided feedback.
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